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People with learning disabilities can lead full and

rewarding lives as many already do. But others find

themselves pushed to the margins of our society…

Such prejudice and discrimination – no less hurtful for

often being unintentional – has a very damaging

impact…

What’s also a real cause for concern and anxiety is

that many parents of learning disabled children face

difficulties in finding the right care, health services,

education and leisure opportunities for their sons and

daughters…

We have to change this situation if we are to achieve

our goal of a modern society in which everyone is

valued and has the chance to play their full part…

…we will meet this commitment by working closely

with local councils, the health service, voluntary

organisations and most importantly with people with

learning disabilities and their families to provide new

opportunities for those with learning disabilities to

lead full and active lives.

The Prime Minister

Valuing People: A New Strategy for Learning Disability 

for the 21st Century. A White Paper.

The Government
Perspective

”

“
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I have reviewed the work of Life of Your Own with

three existing service users, finding all aspects of

the agency to be a model example of the kind of

specialist, sustainable, well-managed voluntary

agency recommended for partnership contracting

under the Department of Health’s LD Joint

Investment Plan guidance and in particular, in the

‘Valuing People’ implementation strategy.

Life of Your Own is already actioning what many

other agencies are only just talking about doing.

Tony Phillips

Lead Consultant: National Development Team

We have all been brought up in a culture which has isolated

and segregated people who are labelled ‘disabled’ or

‘mentally ill’.

Excluded from community, even family… defined by their

limitations… often misunderstood and pitied… they rarely

have anybody listen to their dreams and hopes and are

relegated to having somebody else defining their lives.

Attitudes and practices have seen these individuals as

defective and worthless – in need of protection and total

care by ‘those who know best’.

But gradually a change is being brought about.

A change in practices and in attitudes which recognises the

value of all life and the unique contribution each person has to

make – to their family, their community, and society as a whole.

A change which can remove barriers and create possibilities.

A change which by dismantling these hurdles and releasing

this potential will realise individual dreams for 

people with disabilities.

At Life of Your Own, we see ourselves as agents of this change.

Introduction
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Life of Your Own aims to provide creative and flexible

thinking, planning and support for people with disabilities.

Life of Your Own is committed to helping people determine

their dreams, respecting those dreams and helping to make

them come true.

Life of Your Own wants to assist people with disabilities to

have control of their own lives.

Life of Your Own seeks to give people with disabilities the

opportunity to have a voice in society.

Life of Your Own strives to supply the best quality services

in partnership with customers and other statutory and

voluntary agencies.

Life of Your Own wants to provide advocacy channels

championing the cause of people with disabilities.

Life of Your Own stands by people with disabilities to fight

any discriminatory practices.

Our Mission •

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Life of Your Own believes all people are worthy of

respect, can contribute towards society, and that it

takes all to form a healthy community.

Whatever it takes

Enabling people to live fully as part of the community

requires an attitude that nothing is impossible:

“No” as an answer is replaced with 

“How can this be done?”

Presence

A person must be present in the community to be able to

participate in it.

Aspirations

Everybody has ambitions and dreams which guide the

actions most meaningful to them. Life of Your Own is

committed to helping determine those dreams, respecting

them and helping them to come true.

Choice and Control

We all have the right to choose what we do with our lives

and with whom we do it. People with disabilities have the

right to control their lives and their finances – to decide

which services to employ so that their lives reflect their

choices.

Relationships

A support network of family, friends and acquaintances –

present in the person’s life because that person wants

them to be there – helping to create choices and self-

determination.

Our Philosophy

•

•

•

•

•
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Health

Being healthy in body, mind and spirit contributes to people

taking control in their lives.

As the government recognises, many people with

disabilities do not always receive the standard of healthcare

services they need.

Secure relationships will also help safeguard well-being.

Contribution and Community

Everyone has the ability to contribute to their community

in a meaningful way and, by doing so, helps establish a

sense of belonging.

Having the opportunity of employment is one way of

creating such ‘membership’, others include joining clubs or

undertaking voluntary work.

Economy and Efficiency

If the services provided are not meeting the needs of the

people then by definition they are wasteful. Many are also

expensive in themselves.

If people have choice and control, they will buy only what

they need, pay only for what they get, make real

investments and spend money more efficiently.

The Role of Professionals

Professionals need 

– to be instrumental in helping people create more

meaningful relationships,

– introduce them to new places and ideas,

– link them with support services,

– remove barriers,

– assist in making peoples’ dreams come true.

•

•

•

•
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Our ObjectivesDirect Service

• To support young adults, and the people they live with,

develop and maintain full and satisfying lives.

• To help such people and households establish viable

social and professional networks.

• To help users control and develop their finances and

assist them in the buying of appropriate services.

Consultancy and Training

• To provide on-going technical assistance and other

resources particularly to support people to participate

in mainstream activities, who would  otherwise be

excluded.

• To provide consultancy, training and development in its

areas of expertise.

Advocacy

• To seek out new opportunities for partnership with the

community, encouraging charities and government

services to consider new options for the inclusion in the

community of people with disabilities.

• To support parents and carers to realise the most

appropriate options for achieving full potential for

people with disabilities.

• To encourage participation in the mainstream at school

age, innovative planning for the transitional years, and

inclusive living as an adult.

• To promote awareness of issues surrounding the

inclusion of people with disability into the community.
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Key Activities •

•

•

•

•

•

•

Providing high quality housing solutions and support

options for those who need varying amounts of help to

enable them to live in the local community.

Assisting users to participate fully in the planning and

provision of services.

Establishing networks and support circles.

Employing high quality people – and providing continual

training and support – to work to the aims and philosophy

of Life of Your Own.

Offering high quality, value-for-money services – complying

fully with contract standards and quality assurance

requirements.

Regularly evaluating the support living programme  and

researching new developments in the field. Establishing and

promoting best practice.

Providing consultancy and technical assistance, training and

staff development for agencies working with people with

developmental difficulties.
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Our HistoryLife of Your Own is one response to the challenges of

‘Care in the Community’, instigated by the Community

Care Act, 1988.

Our philosophy and objectives are entirely consistent with

the intentions of this legislation, the changes which have

followed and with those of the current government.

It is Life of Your Own’s policy to concentrate on quality

rather than quantity.

Gaining acceptance in this complex environment takes

time, effort and patience – attributes which the charity

demonstrates in its own work and understands in its

external dealings.

In early 1996, Life of Your Own as an organisation came

into being as we supported two young men, aged 16 and

18, through a solution to their housing problems. Neither

could find appropriate care after many years in institutional

settings. Faced with having to move on, they had nowhere

safe to go, and extremely high support needs.

Placement officials approached over 15 agencies, but none

felt they could offer what was needed. Life of Your Own

was created by request, to fill the specific need of these

two individuals to establish lives of their own. The need to

create a charity to offer this type of friendship was initially

disappointing but ultimately deeply rewarding.

We acquired a residential property and created a structured

home environment to support the growth and development

of these two individuals.
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It is satisfying to realise that Carl, one of these young men,

has recently been to the USA to present his own story to

social workers there – a significant achievement for

someone with learning disabilities, previously considered

violent and destined to be consigned to a very high support

unit.At a recent social services review meeting, friends of Carl

described a young man who is finding a gentler side of the

world, and of himself – someone considered to be

responsible, faithful, loyal, caring, fun and trustworthy.

Later the same year, Life of Your Own was approached to see

whether it could participate in the life of another young man.

This relationship with James, which began in 1997, has been

more erratic.At first, we undertook part-time care within

the family home. James found it difficult to understand and

accept the role Life of Your Own plays in his life,

questioning the nature of  ‘real and false’ choices for how

he wants to live his life – particularly around the issue of

violence.

This family care arrangement continues, and our

involvement has grown as James is beginning to

understand how he can have the capacity to initiate

successful relationships.

Life of Your Own was later able to become involved with

Margaret who had been known to a member of Life of Your

Own at a children’s home.

Our work with Margaret has also involved a direct liaison

with her family.

10To preserve confidentiality, all names have been changed.
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The social worker felt that institutional settings were

inappropriate in her case, and careful planning of

physical spaces in her life has supported her growth in

the past few years.

She has learned to care for horses, and riding lessons

complete this language of valuing. Margaret is growing in

the knowledge that she has a part to play in the household,

the wider community, and her family.

A key objective of Life of Your Own has been to support

the mainstream schooling of people with disabilities who

would otherwise have been excluded.

We have been involved with three children at three

different primary schools, and in this way we have acquired

direct experience of implementing the government’s

inclusion policy on schooling.

Work with Toby and Samuel has seen both young men

through to secondary school, where they continue as

successful learners and have shed their labels. And each

day we learn more as our relationship with young

Howard develops.

Our history demonstrates a central purpose of Life Of Your

Own – the accumulation of knowledge and experience, the

dissemination of information, and the encouragement of

‘best practice, best value’.
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Our Organisation •

•

•

Status

Life of Your Own is a not-for-profit organisation,

incorporated under the Companies Acts as a company

limited by guarantee, having charitable status.

Directors/Trustees

Life of Your Own has a Board of Directors who act as the

Trustees:

– David Goodridge MA, MB, BChir, FRCGP

General Medical Practitioner,Tonbridge
Chairman of Professional Executive Committee &

Board Member of South West Kent Primary Care Trust

– Ann Granger RN

Recovery Nurse at local hospital

– Richard Penticost LLB (Hons)

Notary Public
Former Chairman of Governors,

Tunbridge Wells Grammar School

– Councillor Edwin Rice FCA

East Sussex County Council

– David A Scott BA, MSc, MBA (Finance), FIRM, FRSS, FIMA

(Treasurer)

– Jillian Scott BSc, Cert Ed (Chairperson)

– Paula Walmsley
Board Member Sussex Autistic Society

Company Secretary: Eironwy de Mallett Morgan MA, MCSP, SRP

Staff

Life of Your Own employs nine full-time staff and a number

of individuals who contribute in a broad range of activities.



•
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• Consultants

A key component of the Life of Your Own methodology is

to use the services of external consultants.This allows it to

obtain the highest quality skills to train staff, families and

carers and to provide independent monitoring of its

activities and the all-important regular evaluation of its

users and their progress:

– Eironwy de Mallett Morgan MA, MCSP, SRP (UK)
Principal Consultant, Life of Your Own

A fully qualified physiotherapist and teacher, who is

Conductive Education and Bobath trained and has been an

international MOVE trainer.

Eironwy is a multi-disciplined individual who has worked

extensively with people with physical, sensory and learning

disabilities.

She provides weekly education and evaluation sessions for

Life of Your Own staff, relatives and carers.

– Tony Phillips BA (UK)
Director, Realife Trust, Essex – support projects and training

initiatives in the social care sector

Partner, Realife Partnership – Consultancy & Training

Lead Consultant, National Development Team, Manchester – 

‘Direct Action’ project manager for the former ministerial

advisory body of the Department of Health on learning 

disabilities.

A respected senior figure in the field and a major

contributor to government thinking on people with

learning disabilities.

– Daniel C. Hobbs MA (USA)
Owner/Chief Consultant, Hobbs Training & Support Services,

Springfield, Nebraska

A vastly experienced consultant and inspirational educator

in the area of development disabilities. He lectures and

writes extensively on the subject of Gentle Teaching.

Since 1984 he has held workshops for over 7,000 Teachers,

Parents, & Human Service Professionals from 41 US states

and five overseas countries including Britain.

– Janet L Holland MA (USA)
Behavior Health Specialist (Gentle Teaching Consultant),

State of New Hampshire.

A teacher and a counsellor who has worked for almost 30

years in supporting people with various types of disability –

specialising in helping those with interactional difficulties.

New Hampshire is a pioneer state in trying to realise full

community inclusion for its citizens with disabilities.



To preserve confidentiality, all names have been changed.
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Personal
Achievements

Carl

Carl is one of the young men Life of Your Own was

established to support.

Years of fostering, children’s homes, and institutional settings

left him feeling useless to society and even himself – calling

attention to his right to exist in ways which clashed with his

involvement in the community.

When Life of Your Own created the home for Carl, new

routines had to be established as the cornerstone of

building the future.These were designed to create

predictability but also allow room for growth and diversity.

For the first few years with Life of Your Own, the home

providers and support workers were instrumental in

creating the community around Carl.

Now he has become the community builder in his own life.

Over the last six years, he has grown into someone with a

very full and active life.

He struggled for a time to negotiate the terms of living with

a family as a home sharer, but he has learnt the emotional

and practical skills of domestic life and has successfully

cemented his role as an ‘uncle’ towards Jack, whom he has

known since a baby.

The development of these abilities is enabling us to

consider the next steps towards increasing independent

and inter-dependent activities.

Importantly Carl sees himself as part of other circles of

support – as a friend with people his own age; as a caring



I live with a family in Tunbridge Wells. I have

made friends with people on my street. I have

made friendships in the Church. I go out to the

pub and go out to dinner.

Life is busy with all my friends and work. I am a

full time gardener working for Gardening Knights.

I enjoy holidays and I’ve been to America with

my Tunbridge Wells family and friends.America 

is a long, long way away and we got there by

plane and went skiing.

I have been to Stoneleigh for a bible week three

times, where there are lots of fun things to do.

I’ve also been to Spain with friends and had a

great time.

At home I enjoy cooking and music, and I love

and look after my dog, Toby.

15 ”

“

helper with a strong capacity to relate with elderly people;

as a contributing member of his local church; and as a

much appreciated advocate for Life of Your Own itself.

Learning the role and value of money has been an

important lesson for Carl, and he has worked hard at a

variety of jobs – walking dogs at a local kennel facility and

labouring independently at a woodyard. He is now settled

in full time employment as a contract gardener.

He really enjoys weekly driving lessons and, as involvement

in the community continues to develop successfully, his

confidence increases.This confidence projects itself in his

bearing, and he demonstrates responsibility every day.



To preserve confidentiality, all names have been changed.

• James

We appreciate the need to move slowly with James.

In his own words, the institutional setting in which he

found himself at 15,“damaged him” – and helping him

reverse this perception of himself has proved difficult.

His diagnosis is on the spectrum of mental health and

learning disabilities, and he is quite inventive in devising

games of social paradox. A lot of work is being done to

help James understand that he has choices, and that what

happens in life depends on himself.

James is still supported by Life of Your Own to get up each

morning and to follow through on a previously agreed

agenda for the day. He has experimented with a variety of

roles, leaving some things behind and holding onto others.

He has shown consistency and joy in his work as a cook,

and patience within curiosity as a cleaning job has

developed into community relationship with the owner of a

local nightclub.

He cared for an elderly woman in his community with great

compassion, and has maintained relationships with her

friends since she passed on.

James is talking a lot more and taking considerable interest

in video sessions, which various Life of Your Own staff

members conduct. He has undertaken adult education

courses in computing and pottery.

Of all games, chess provokes a strong and consistent

interest since “it is not a game of chance”.
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A recent Christmas was one of the best for his family for a

long time. James joined his family for the main meal and

was able to be generally sociable.

He is being encouraged to participate in a number of

regular group social activities. James also relates to other

Life of Your Own users in his own very special way.

After a period of uncertainty it now seems Life of Your

Own will have a prolonged involvement in his life.

Ella

Ella presents us with a different set of issues. She is blind,

has severe cerebral palsy, and requires a great deal of

structure and repetition to learn successfully.

She has been carefully supported by her family, in 

co-operation with Life of Your Own consultants, for

her entire life.

The completion of her secondary school placement at 16

must not mark the end of her learning.

Life of Your Own supports Ella from her home

following a community-based education programme

which provides her with the information necessary to

learn to actively participate in her whole life,

encompassing, home, work and leisure.

This programme, involving her family and a team of

well-trained support workers, operates within the

rubric of our Gentle Teaching model.
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To preserve confidentiality, all names have been changed.

• Margaret

Margaret has developed a very busy life in her four-year

relationship with Life of Your Own. In addition to

recreational activities, she has learned effective

participation in all aspects of domestic responsibilities.

The exceptional circumstances, which brought her to the

attention of Life of Your Own, deserve special comment.As

one person who knew her at the children’s home

commented:“she did not appear to consider herself

handicapped or want to be around handicapped people”.

And her difficulties worsened as her supporters became

increasingly mystified.

Facing a housing problem, which could have led to a

further decay in lifestyle, Social Services worked closely

with Life of Your Own to find a solution.

Margaret still has intensive support needs, but has shown a

powerful ability to form friendships.

She is actively involved in all aspects of domestic life

including shopping, cooking and cleaning.

Each week she helps cook dinner for one of the members

of her local church community, where she also attends a

prayer group. Her learning of effective swimming

techniques has recently provoked thoughtful compliments

from other regular swimmers.

Besides going to the gym each day, Margaret also works at a

local stables and at dog walking.

Margaret’s changes have also been marked by Life of Your

Own’s active pursuit of liaison with her family. Given away

when she was 11, on the basis of third-party advice,
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Margaret’s family had felt they were incapable of addressing

her needs. However, her father has since helped with

housing arrangements, and her sister is now closely

redeveloping their relationship after many years apart.

It is our policy to seek secure social relationships

whenever possible.

Margaret seems to cope better with changes as she comes

to trust people more. She welcomes people into her life,

and vocalizes in understandable ways more frequently, and

has shown that she enjoys singing.

Work does not feel so difficult when it is seen to follow a

complete cycle – integrating with meals and leisure.

We have identified that we can grow in our communication

with Margaret using a visual system. The aim is for her to

use photographs to make clear choices and be aware of

the day’s agenda, and currently we are expanding the

range of activities and recipes described in this way. This

system also benefits staff, increasing awareness of the

details of support.
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